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 's ok. what is the word size of your drive? what is the actual file size of the install? actually, ignore that last question. ryuo:
thanks but that wouldn't explain why it works it will be written at a lower byte offset than the end of your drive ryuo: disk utility

says the partition is 83.4 MB (maybe it's 4kb?) so you are not seeing the disk. yes, it is 4k. 83.4 is 83.4kb so what is actually
being written is at the end of your drive. it's just that the next sector on disk after it is empty and not allocated to a file. ryuo:

what is the partition type? It's dos. so it's an extended partition. oh? I thought it was standard also it's a basic block device. so it's
not a partition. it's a region of disk with a partition table. extended is one of the types. ryuo: but at the end of the disk it

shouldn't be extended it is. there's another partition table at the beginning of your disk. an older one. extended partitions always
begin with a partition table. the one in the middle is a basic partition. partitions are a way to manage free space on disk. ryuo: I
want to wipe the drive. Does it not seem odd that the disk utility says it's 83.4k when it's not the end of the drive an extended

partition can have anywhere from 1 to 4 partitions. james_brown: use fdisk. sgdisk is pretty much a pile of junk. use parted or
fdisk instead. 82157476af
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